“The future of recreational infrastructures: sustainable environment and varied users”

Adaptability and resilience to an ever evolving context and the need of reconnecting with nature

Summer 2018 Workshop

Teachers:
Frederic Levrat
Pratt Institute, New York

Oliviero Godi
Politecnico di Milano

Dates:
July 30th to August 4th 2018

Location:
ANS (Associazione Nautica Sebina)
Sulzano (BS) Iseo Lake
Italy

Participating Universities:
Pratt Institute – New York
Politecnico di Milano
Graduate and undergraduate Dep. of Architecture

4 Credits CFU requested

Tonji University
Undergraduate Department of Architecture - Shanghai

Open to all students

Lectures:
lectures will be held at the ANS in relation to the theme of the workshop, with participant from Italy and Abroad.

Theme:
Transforming a sailing base into a new infrastructre

we will work on the ANS sailing base, trying to imagine it as a small island with several new recreational programs, including sustainable issues.

For enquiries:
Oliviero Godi
mail@exposurearchitects.com

Frederic Levrat
fredlevrat@gmail.com